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MODEL:  TJ10



Warm Tips
Thank you for choosing our product. We hope you will enjoy using the 
appliance. Read the operating instructions carefully before putting the 
appliance into operation. Keep the instructions, the receipt and, if possible, 
the box with the internal packing. If you give this device to others, please 
also enclose withthe operating instructions.

Using the Appliance
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1. Connecting to the right power
1.1. Before you plug into the power outlet, 
make sure that the mains voltage corresponds 
with the appliance. Refer to the rating plate 
for voltage details.
1.2. Connect the appliance to power outlet 
with appropriate voltage.
1.3. Turn on the motor vehicle’s power engine, 
then connect to DC power.

2. Using the Chilling or Heating Function
2.1. Push switch to “COOL” position. Cooling starts when the green indicator lights 
up. Temperature can reach 15 to 18°C below room temperature.
2.2. Push the switch to “HEAT” position. Heating starts when the red indicator 
lights up. Temperature can reach up to 40°C to 50°C.

3. Terminating operation
There is no automatic shut-off so product will keep running as long as it is 
connected to a power supply and switched on. To stop the appliance, switch to OFF 
mode or unplug.
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Cleaning and Maintenance
1. Always unplug the appliance before cleaning.
2. Never immerse the appliance in water due to risk of electric shock or fire.
3. If product is being used everyday, make sure dry with a cloth every two days.
4. Close the door well after cleaning.

Troubleshooting
Problem Possible Reaons Solutions

When appliance is not
 functioning properly.

The switch setting is
incorrect.
No electricity is being 
supplied to the appliance.

Check the switch setting.

Check the connection to the 
energy source.

There is much water in the
 unit or under the feet.

This is normal because the 
moisture has been chilled 
to water.

Clean the unit every 2 days if 
the chilling function keeps 
working continuously.

The appliance shuts off 
during operation. Inadequate ventilation.

Keep the ventilation slots clean.
Relocate the appliance for 
better air circulation.

Special Safety Instructions
1. If a power cord becomes damaged, it must be replaced with a special cord only 
available from the manufacturer.
2. This appliance is only safe around children aged 8 and above. People with 
physical or mental disabilities can use it under supervision or with proper 
instructions.
3. Children shall not play with the appliance.
4. Cleaning and maintenance should not be performed by children younger than 
8 years old or without supervision.
5. Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of young children.
6. The appliance is not intended to be operated through an external timer or 
remote-control system.
7. Do not immerse the device in water when cleaning. Follow the instruction 
section in the manual labeled "Cleaning".
8. Never place the appliance next to naked fames or other heat sources.
9. Do not open the lid more often than required or leave it open longer than 
necessary. This will influence the cooling or heating duration.
10. The cooling or heating duration also depends on the ambient temperature.
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11. This appliance is not suitable for permanent operation.
12. The unit can be connected to two different energy sources: AC(220 V) or 
DC(12V).
13. The indicator lights: green for cooling, red for heating.
14. Do not switch from one operating mode directly into another. To change, turn 
off the appliance first and wait about 30 minutes before switching to the other mode.
15. Keep the ventilation free, or it may result in overheating and fire.
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Intended Use

Supplied parts

Waste Management

Technical Specifications

1x Mini fridge
1x Power cord for AC current 220Volt
1x Car power cord for DC 12 Volt

1. Designed to keep items cool or warm per your needs. 
2. Intended for domestic use in household areas, personal kitchens, shops, offices, 
etc. 
3. Can be used in hotels, motels, and other hospitality areas. 
4. Can be used in dining and rest area.
5. Can be used in motor vehicles on camping trips.
6. Used for storing cosmetics, creams, etc.

The symbol above and on the product means that the product is 
classified as an electronic, so it should not be disposed with other 
household or commercial waste. The Waste of Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive(2002/96/EC) requires that 
products are recycled using the best recycling techniques to 
minimize environmental impact and avoid increasing landfills. 
Contact local authorities for the correct disposal method.
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